Functionalized Polyethyleneimine-gold Nanoparticles-Porphyrin Nanocomposite for Electrochemical Glucose Biosensing
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In this work, a novel polyethyleneimine-gold nanoparticles-porphyrin (PEI-AuNPs-Fe³⁺MIX) nanocomposite was constructed by a simple method to achieve excellent electrochemical properties. Firstly, AuNPs were reduced and stabilized by PEI, and then Fe³⁺MIX was conjugated to this scaffold through amidation reaction. After that, the nanocomposite was functionalized by 4-mercaptophenylboronic acid (MPBA) through Au-S bond for the determination of glucose. By virtue of high affinity of MPBA for 1, 2-diols of glucose, electrochemical activity of Fe³⁺MIX and the synergistic effect of PEI-coated AuNPs, this biosensor displayed good sensitivity and selectivity for glucose. The electrochemical response was linearly related to glucose concentration in the range from 10 to 350 μM ($R^2 = 0.9911$). A low detection limit of 2.16 μM (S/N=3) and a high sensitivity of 13.88 μA mM⁻¹ cm⁻² was obtained. In addition, this biosensor exhibited excellent anti-interference ability against common interferents such as ascorbic acid (AA), dopamine (DA), alanine (Ala) and proline (Pro), and held satisfactory analytical performance for the determination of glucose in human serum samples, indicating promising practical applications in bioanalysis and clinical diagnosis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is a common chronic disease characterized by excessive blood glucose that has an adverse effect on health. According to the study of World Health Organization, about 180
million people are suffering from this disease, and this number is estimated to be doubled by the year 2030 [1,2]. Considering this, a reliable method for blood glucose concentration monitoring is crucial to the diagnosis and management of diabetes. Various analytical techniques including spectrophotometry [3], chromatographic assay [4], fluorimetric assay [5] and electrochemical sensor [6,7] have been applied in the detection of glucose. Among them, electrochemical sensor exhibits many advantages including high sensitivity and selectivity, fast response, low-cost and convenient operation. For the construction of glucose sensors, boronic acid derivative is a good candidate, owing to its ability to bind with 1, 2-diols of glucose specifically [8,9]. Also, in terms of affinity for glucose, it is superior to glucose oxidase, which is susceptible to various factors such as temperature and pH [10]. Consequently, more and more sensing systems for glucose determination have been fabricated using boronic acid derivatives instead of glucose oxidase.

As known to all, most boronic acid derivatives rarely have electroactivity, thus they are incapable of outputing the signal of the boronic acid-diol binding event [11]. To overcome this obstacle, several researchers added electron mediators into the electrolytes or combined boronic acid derivatives with foreign redox mediators, such as Prussian blue and ferrocene [12,13]. Nevertheless, the redox mediators in the solution would pollute the samples as well as the reference and counter electrodes. Furthermore, the conjunction of redox mediators and boronic acid derivatives is often performed with high reaction temperature, complex steps and harmful organic reagents. Therefore, it is highly desired to explore a facile strategy which is easy to operate, time-saving and environmentally friendly. Herein, FeIII-MPIX, a member of porphyrin family, is chosen as an efficient redox signal indicator. Although the catalytic and electrochemical properties of porphyrin have been widely investigated, biomolecule recognition studies based on porphyrin are very limited [14,15]. In this system, it was combined to PEI-AuNPs through amidation without any activation or coupling reagents according to our previous report [16]. Then MPBA, a member of boronic acid derivatives with thiol group, was connected to PEI-AuNPs through Au-S bond [12]. As a result, FeIII-MPIX is connected with MPBA indirectly through a simple mixing and stirring procedure, and the signal of the binding event could be monitored.

In recent years, nanomaterials have attracted considerable attention in the field of electrochemical sensing due to their outstanding properties like large surface-to-volume ratio, strong adsorption ability, and good electrical conductivity [17-19]. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are generally considered to be such ideal nanomaterials [20]. Its large surface-to-volume ratio significantly increased the density of the immobilized boronic acid receptors, and the interaction of boronic acid with diol can be improved accordingly by inclusion of nanoparticles. Furthermore, AuNPs have been widely used as effective electron transfer promoters between electroactive center and electrode surface in electrochemical sensing process [21-23]. In this proposed system, it improved the efficiency of electron transfer between FeIII-MPIX and electrode surface and greatly enhance the sensitivity of the sensor.

Polyethyleneimine (PEI), a cationic polymer with abundant amines, displays attractive properties including fine robustness, excellent film-forming ability and good biocompatibility, which are vital for the development of electrochemical sensors [24,25]. As reported, it also can be used as reductant and stabilizer for AuNPs formation [26,27]. In a word, this polymer can not only control the
growth and agglomeration of AuNPs, but also bring its attractive properties to it [28]. As a result, the immobilized AuNPs show high stability in electrode surface and serve well as a scaffold for coupling of MPBA.

In this study, a nanocomposite was synthetized with above-mentioned Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX, AuNPs, and PEI for sensor applications. It was functionalized by boronic acid receptors for glucose determination. The generated PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX-MPBA on the surface of glassy carbon electrode (GCE) showed favorable linear response toward glucose concentration. Additionally, the fabricated sensor exhibited excellent discrimination performance against endogenous interferents like ascorbic acid (AA), dopamine (DA), alanine (Ala) and proline (Pro). Compared with glucose sensors reported previously [29-31], the as-prepared sensor is promising for practical applications due to its simple preparation process, lower detection limit, excellent selectivity and good stability.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

Branched polyethyleneimine (PEI, average Mw ~ 25 kDa), hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) tetrahydrate (HAuCl\textsubscript{4}·4H\textsubscript{2}O), 4-mercaptophenylboronic acid (MPBA), and L-proline (Pro) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Fe(III) mesoporphyrin IX chloride (Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX) was purchased from Frontier Scientific Inc. D-(+)-Glucose (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{12}O\textsubscript{6}) was purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). L-Ascorbic acid (AA) was purchased from Xilong Chemical Co. Ltd. (Guangdong, China). Dopamine hydrochloride (DA) was purchased from Aladdin Industrial Inc. (Shanghai, China). L-Alanine (Ala) was purchased from J&K Scientific Ltd. (Beijing, China). Normal human serum was obtained from Shanghai Yiji Industrial Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS) was prepared by mixing the stock solutions of NaH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, Na\textsubscript{2}HPO\textsubscript{4} and KCl solutions, and the pH was adjusted by adding 0.1 M HCl or NaOH. Unless stated otherwise, all other chemical reagents were of analytical grade or higher and used without further purification. All aqueous solutions were prepared with ultrapure water (≥ 18.25 MΩ·cm) from a Millipore Milli-Q water purification system.

2.2. Apparatus

UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on a UV-3600 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image was obtained with a JEOL JEM-2100 transmission electron microscope at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Electrochemical measurements were performed on a CHI 760D electrochemical workstation (Shanghai, China) at room temperature. A conventional three-electrode system was used in the work with a bare or modified glassy carbon electrode (GCE) (3 mm in diameter) as the working electrode, a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode and a platinum wire as counter electrode, respectively.
2.3. Synthesis and functionalization of PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX nanocomposite

Prior to use, the glassware and magnetic stir bar were thoroughly cleaned with freshly prepared aqua regia, rinsed with ultrapure water, and then oven-dried. The synthesis and functionalization of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX nanocomposite is depicted in Figure 1A. Briefly, 1.0 mL PEI was firstly homogenized with 10 mL of 1.215 mM HAuCl\textsubscript{4} solution under vigorous stirring; after incubating at 80 °C for 5.0 min the solution turned into ruby red, which was then cooled to room temperature. Subsequently, 12 mL of 0.1 mM Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX (dissolved in DMF) was added into the resulting solution, and the mixture was stirred under room temperature for 1.0 h to obtain the nanocomposite of PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX. After that, 10 mL of 5.0 mM MPBA (dissolved in methanol) was added into the above mixture under mild stirring, followed by stirring under room temperature for 2.0 h. Finally, the obtained mixture was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 30 min; after removal of the supernatant the resulting precipitate was redispersed in methanol and stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C for further use.

2.4. Preparation of the glucose biosensor

Firstly, the GCE was successively polished with 0.3 and 0.05 μm alumina slurry until a mirror finish was obtained, and then it was cleaned with ethanol and ultrapure water and dried with nitrogen gas prior to use. The cleaned electrode was modified with the as-prepared PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX-MPBA nanocomposite by drop-casting the latter onto it, and dried at room temperature. The preparation procedure of the electrochemical glucose biosensor is illustrated in Figure 1B.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** (A) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX nanocomposite and its functionalization by MPBA. (B) Schematic illustration of the fabrication of the electrochemical glucose biosensor.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. UV-vis absorption spectra and TEM Characterizations of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX nanocomposite

The successful synthesis of PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX was confirmed by UV–vis absorption spectra. As shown in Figure 2, the solution of Fe$^{III}$MPIX showed a strong Soret band at 372 nm, and the absorption peaks of PEI-AuNPs nanocomposite were observed at 324 nm and 524 nm, which was corresponding to the absorption of PEI and AuNPs, respectively. The diameter of AuNPs was calculated to be 9.7 nm according to Haiss’s theory [32]. After the formation of PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX nanocomposite through amidation, the Soret band of Fe$^{III}$MPIX exhibited a large red shift of 28 nm, from 372 to 400 nm, and the absorption peak of PEI red shifted from 324 to 348 nm. This is attributed to the electronic conjugation within porphyrin (Fe$^{III}$MPIX) upon the formation of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX conjugate [33,34].

![UV-vis absorption spectra](image)

**Figure 2.** UV-vis absorption spectra of PEI-AuNPs, Fe$^{III}$MPIX and PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX nanocomposite.

The morphology and size distribution of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX nanocomposite were further characterized by TEM, and results are shown in Figure 3. As seen from it, the as-prepared nanoparticles were predominantly spherical in shape with an average diameter of 9.11 nm (250 particles counted), which was in good agreement with the result calculated by UV–vis absorption spectra. Obviously, the AuNPs formed in this way were sparsely and randomly dispersed well on the surface of PEI with uniform structure and similar size. This high monodispersity was owing to the template synthesis function of PEI, which avoided size variations arising from random nucleation and growth phenomena [35]. Furthermore, the cationic charge density and the steric effect of PEI kept the nanoparticles apart and led to stable colloid. Thus, PEI was regarded as a promising material to obtain small sized particles with facile synthesis steps.
3.2. Electrochemical characterization of different modified electrodes

In order to further characterize the nanocomposite, electrochemical performance of the modified electrodes in different assembled steps were explored by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in the potential range from -0.8 to 0 V in 0.1 M PBS (pH 8.0). As shown in Figure 4A, there was no electrochemical signal at the bare GCE in the selected potential range. While after the modification of Fe$^{III}$MPIX, a pair of well-defined redox peaks was observed. The redox peaks can be assigned to the reversible inter-conversion between Fe$^{III}$ and Fe$^{II}$, which is the typical characteristic of porphyrin modified electrodes according to the previous reports [16,36,37]. In addition, when Fe$^{III}$MPIX was combined with PEI-AuNPs, a dramatic increase in both redox currents was observed.
This might be contributed to the loading of small-sized AuNPs that enlarged the exposed surface area and greatly promoted the electron transfer [38,39]. However, after MPBA was assembled on the nanocomposite, the peak currents decreased obviously, suggesting that MPBA hindered the electron transfer [12]. On the basis of this result, we concluded that MPBA was successfully assembled on the PEI-AuNPs-FeIII-MPIX nanocomposite.

In addition, we studied the CV responses of PEI-AuNPs-FeIII-MPIX-MPBA nanocomposite modified electrode in 0.1 M PBS (pH 8.0) at different scan rates. As shown in Figure 4B, the redox peak potentials changed slightly with the increasing of scan rate. Furthermore, the redox peak currents increased linearly with the scan rate range from 0.03 to 0.3 V s\(^{-1}\). The regression equations could be expressed as \(i (\mu\text{A}) = 2.3405 \ \text{v (V s}^{-1}\) + 0.0314 \ (R^2=0.9977)\) and \(i (\mu\text{A}) = -2.8712 \ \text{v (V s}^{-1}\) -0.0897 \ (R^2=0.9989)\), respectively, indicating a surface-controlled electrochemical process [22,40].

### 3.3. Influence of pH on the sensor response

Different substituent on the phenyl ring of phenylboronic acid allows the \(pK_a\) of it to be tuned, normally located between 7.5 and 9.5 as reported in literature [13,41,42]. Additionally, the esterification of phenylboronic acid with glucose is a pH-dependent process, which is similar to the \(pK_a\) of the used boronic acid derivatives, so it is necessary to investigate the optimum pH of the reaction. In this work, the electrochemical response of PEI-AuNPs-FeIII-MPIX-MPBA modified electrode to glucose was examined by CV in 0.1 M PBS at different pH values. As shown in Figure 5, the peak current decreased obviously when 0.05 mM glucose was added to the solution at pH of 8.0, while the value of current change was negligible at other pH conditions. This revealed that the selected boronic acid derivative in our research interacted with 1, 2-diol of glucose at pH 8.0. The decrease of the current was due to the steric effects caused by the binding of glucose to the immobilized boronic acid moiety, which hindered the access of electron to the electrode surface [43].
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**Figure 5.** (A) The current change of PEI-AuNPs-FeIII-MPIX-MPBA modified electrode in 0.1 M PBS saturated with N\(_2\) at different pH values. \(\Delta I = I_1-I_2\), \(I_1\): the current of the modified electrode monitored in electrolyte without glucose; \(I_2\): the current of the modified electrode monitored in electrolyte with 0.05 mM glucose. (B) CVs of PEI-AuNPs-FeIII-MPIX-MPBA modified electrode in 0.1 M PBS saturated with N\(_2\) at pH 8.0. Scan rate: 0.1 V s\(^{-1}\).
Determination of glucose

In the proposed method, the increasing of glucose concentration induced an increase of hindrance and thus a current decrease of the modified electrode. Figure 6A showed DPVs of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX-MPBA modified electrode to different concentrations of glucose in 0.1 M PBS. An obvious decrease of the peak current was observed upon successively injecting glucose into the electrolyte. Further, the peak current was found to be proportional to the concentration of glucose and plotted against it from 10 to 350 μM (Figure 6B), suggesting that this novel sensor could successfully read out the boronic acid recognition behavior of glucose at the micromolar levels. The regression equation was expressed as \( i (\mu A) = 9.55525 \times 10^{-4} c (\mu M) + 0.02849 \) with a correlation coefficient of 0.9911. A detection limit of 2.16 μM (S/N = 3) was estimated using 3σ. Due to the high conductivity and finely-dispersed recognition sites on the PEI-AuNPs-porphyrin nanocomposite, a sensitivity of 13.88 μA mM\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) and a rapid response within 30 s was achieved.

![Figure 6](image.png)

Figure 6. (A) DPVs of PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX-MPBA modified electrode to different concentrations of glucose in 0.1 M PBS saturated with N\(_2\) (pH 8.0). (B) The linear relationship between peak current and glucose concentration.

Table 1. Comparison of our proposed method with other reported electrochemical glucose detection methods based on boronic acid derivatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modified materials</th>
<th>Linear range (mM)</th>
<th>Detection limit (μM)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS*-PDDA*-PB*-AuNPs-MPBA</td>
<td>0.1-1.0; 1.0-100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBA* bearing redox-polymer</td>
<td>0.02-0.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBB*/PSA*/PSSA* fibers-mat</td>
<td>0.75-14</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPBAOT*</td>
<td>5-50</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNTs*-PEI/AuNPs-B(OH)(_2)/GOx*</td>
<td>0.25-5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI-AuNPs-Fe\textsuperscript{III}MPIX-MPBA</td>
<td>0.01-0.35</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CS: chitosan; PDDA: poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride); PB: Prussian blue; PBA: poly (phenol-co-3-hydroxyphenylboronic acid); ABBB: 3-aminobenzene boronic acid; PSA: poly (styrene-co-acrylamide); PSSA: polystyrene sulfonic acid; PAPBAOT: poly (3-aminophenyl boronic acid-co-3-octylthiophene); MWCNTs: multi-walled carbon nanotubes; GOx: glucose oxidase.
The performances of other electrochemical glucose sensors based on boronic acid derivatives were shown in Table 1. Compared to these reported glucose sensors, the novel PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX-MPBA sensor in this work exhibited linear response to glucose in relatively low concentration with a lower detection limit, indicating a good sensitivity as well as improved analytical performance. In addition, this sensor can be easily prepared under mild conditions without any complicated processes or organic solutions, which are beneficial for practical applications.

3.5. Interference study

To evaluate the anti-interference ability of the PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX-MPBA modified electrode for glucose determination, the interference effects of AA, DA, Ala and Pro, which normally coexist with glucose in human blood serum were examined [34,44,45]. The results of the proposed biosensor with successive addition of interferents into electrolyte were presented in Figure 7. As seen from it, the current decreased obviously when glucose was added to it, while the decrease of current was nearly the same when it was added with any of these interferents. These results showed that glucose can be detected in a mixture of glucose and excess interferents by PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX-MPBA nanocomposite via the specific binding between the immobilized boronic acid group and glucose. The anti-interference ability of the system was attributed to higher binding affinity of glucose that occupied the recognition sites and suppressed other diol molecules like AA and DA. As for Ala and Pro, they were molecules with no diol structure which can’t form boronate ester with boronic acid group, thus they have no influence on the detection [38,46].

![Figure 7. DPVs of PEI-AuNPs-Fe$^{III}$MPIX-MPBA modified electrode in 0.1 M PBS saturated with N$_2$ (pH 8.0) containing 0 mM glucose (a), 0.05 mM glucose (b), 0.05 mM glucose + 0.1 mM AA (c), 0.05 mM glucose + 0.1 mM DA (d), 0.05 mM glucose + 0.1 mM Ala (e), 0.05 mM glucose + 0.1 mM Pro (f). (Inset) Current changes caused by glucose and interferents.](image-url)
To further demonstrate the feasibility of the novel sensor for real sample analysis, it was applied to detect the concentration of glucose in human serum using the standard addition method [44]. After the sample was diluted 100 times with 0.1 M PBS (pH 8.0), glucose of three different concentrations was added into the diluted samples, and the measured current was converted to glucose concentration based on the working curve. As presented in Table 2, the recovery for the determination of glucose was in the range of 97.8-102.4%, indicating that the proposed sensor can be applied to analyze real samples with satisfied results.

### Table 2. Determination of glucose in diluted healthy human serum samples (n = 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Add (mM)</th>
<th>Found (mM)</th>
<th>RSD (%)</th>
<th>Recovery (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.0512</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>102.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0978</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.7. Reproducibility and stability of the sensor**

For the biosensor, reproducibility and stability are also studied as two important parameters [31]. The reproducibility was investigated by measuring the current response of the PEI-AuNPs-FeIIIPIX-MPBA modified electrode to 0.05 mM glucose in 0.1 M PBS (pH 8.0). It showed a repeatability with a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 2.7% for 5 successive assays. In addition, a RSD of 3.1% was obtained for five biosensors prepared independently by the same procedure, further indicating good reproducibility of the sensor. The storage stability of the biosensor was investigated by intermittently measurement in 0.1 M PBS containing 0.05 mM glucose. The current response was remained 99.3% of its initial response in the first week and still remained 92.1% after a month, suggesting excellent stability of the modified electrode. These good properties may be attributed to the immobilization and stabilization effect of PEI-AuNPs scaffold for FeIIIPIX and MPBA, which dramatically enhanced the stability of the sensing platform [40].

**4. CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, a novel nanocomposite PEI-AuNPs-FeIIIPIX was successfully constructed and functionalized by MPBA to fabricate an electrochemical sensor for glucose. The resulting system exhibited an excellent glucose recognition function ranging from 10 to 350 μM with a low detection limit of 2.16 μM. This outstanding performance of outputing the boronic acid-diol binding event was contributed to the superb electrochemical activity of FeIIIPIX and the synergistic effect of PEI-coated AuNPs. Furthermore, the PEI-AuNPs-porphyrin-MPBA nanocomposite was obtained through facile steps and the composite-modified electrode was constructed through a simple casting method. This novel sensor has been applied for the determination of glucose in human serum samples, and the response is in the ideal range, which implies its great potential for practical applications.
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